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(57) ABSTRACT

A wideband radio receiver provides a complex baseband

signal by normalizing an IF signal using a limiting amplifier.

The normalized IF signal is applied to a complex sampling

circuit to provide normalized I and Q components. The

limiting amplifier provides an RSSI signal representing the

received signal amplitude. The RSSI signal, which is

sampled at the same rate as the normalized IF signal, is

combined with the normalized I and Q components, to

provide I and Q components of the baseband signal.

25 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR amplification siage. At each stage, a detector detects the

CONVERTING A WIDEBAND IF SIGNAL TO output levels of its corresponding stage. The output levels

A COMPLEX (QUADRATURE) BASEBAND from all of the cascaded stages are summed with each other

SIGNAL to produce a logarithmic representation of the IF signal

5 amplitude. At the same time, the saturated output at the last

RELATED U.S. APPLICATION DATA stagc 0f me limiter, which has a square waveform containing

This application is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. Phase information, is applied to a phase detector that

218,236, filed on Mar. 28, 1994 Issued as U.S. Pat. No. dctccts thc Phasc of thc normalized IF signal. Based on the

5,841,816, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 965, Phase ^ amplitude of the IF signal, the receiver's DSP

848, filed on Nov. 7, 1997 issued as U.S. Pat. No. 6,185,619. 10 determines the I and Q components by converting the phase

and amplitude information from a polar coordinate system to

BACKGROUND a Cartesian coordinate system.

This invention generally relates to the field of radio ^ Phase detector under the conventional method deter-

frequency (RF) receivers and, more particularly, to a method mines Phase variations by detecting the durations of the

and apparatus for producing complex baseband signals, also
15 zero-crossings of the normalized IF signal relative to a

known as quadrature baseband signals from a wideband IF reference signal. The zero-crossing durations are detected by

s{gn3L\
sampling the normalized IF signal at a predetermined rate,

. , . j ! t
. • c „ c . which corresponds to the resolution with which the phase

In order to recover modulated information, tor example, .. j . . j « • * .l. .u
. f j • . „ M A dc variations are detected. By increasing the sampling rate, the

audio information, radio receivers process received RF „ , , , ,

3
,

°
. f, J?

signals using well known demodulation techniques, such as
20

f
hase c

L
ctector de 'ccts lhc Ph« va"aUons W1* fincr '

cso '

frequency, amplitude or phase demodulation techniques.
^Hon. For example, in order to produce a one degree phase

With the advent of powerful digital signal processors
resolution the sampling rate must be 360 tunes the inter-

(DSPs), modern radio receivers demodulate the received
frequency. As a result, for producing acceptable

signal more effectively using data processing techniques that „ Ph
K
ase rc^U°D

:

lm
£

rate ™der lhis melhod ls

rely on numeric representations of the received signal. In
25 substantially higher than the IF signal frequency,

order to process a received signal, most digital demodulation Wllh the introduction of wide band radio receivers, such

techniques produce a complex baseband signal having com- as mose based on Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)

plex components. These complex components, which are techniques, the IF signal frequency of a CDMA radio

known as inphase (I) and quadrature (Q) components, carry receiver may be in 5-10 MHz range. Therefore, detecting

amplitude, phase, and frequency information of the received ^e phase variations of a normalized wide band IF signal

signal, which allow a receiver's DSP to recover the modu- usinS the above described conventional technique requires a

lated information by processing the numeric representations hieh sampling rate that can be provided by a costly high

of the I and Q components frequency clocking circuit that draws a substantial amount

There are a variety of known methods for producing the 35
of current In a battery operated portable radio receiver

complex components of the received signal. One known whl
L
ch h

f
a

t

hmited c™smm> the
.

hlSh <?™ drainof

method converts a received signal into its complex compo- s
u
uch a clockmg b*co™s a limiting factor for using

nents by mixing an IF signal with a set of receiver generated
the conventional phase detector to provide the I and Q

reference signals that are 90 degrees out of phase from each components of a wide band IF signal. Therefore, there exists

other. Separate mixers mix the IF signal with the reference 40
a need for a f

st e^vV^ of P"*™"* *.
and Q

signals, which are also known as sine and cosine signals, to
components of a wide band IF signal without drawing the

produce a complex baseband signal that comprise the I and substantial current required by high frequency clocking

Q components of the IF signal.
circuits.

Generally, the mixers are fabricated using CMOS inte- SUMMARY
grated circuit technology. Because of fabrication mis- 45

matches inherent in CMOS technology, the mixers introduce Ta« present invention that addresses this need is exem-

DC offset voltages at their corresponding outputs even when plified in a radio receiver that provides a complex baseband

no signal is applied at their inputs. These DC offset voltages sigr*a* by producing normalized I and Q components of a

could reduce the dynamic ranges of the mixers in a way that received IF signal and by combining the amplitude of the

adversely affects the digital signal processing resolution. 50 received IF signal with the normalized I and Q components.

Some conventional receivers include automatic gain control According to one aspect of the present invention, a radio

(AGC) circuits at the mixers' inputs to maintain the mixers' receiver receives the received signal and converts it to an IF

outputs within an optimum range. However, because most of signal. The radio receiver includes a limiter that provides a

the received RF signals are subjected to random variations, normalized IF signal based on the received signal.A quadra-

generally caused by objects within their propagation paths, 55 tare circuit, which in the preferred embodiment of the

the amplification level of the AGC circuits may not be invention includes a filter and a complex sampling circuit, is

predicted accurately. Therefore, implementation of theAGC coupled to the normalized IF signal for providing the

circuit in the radio receiver becomes extremely complicated. normalized I and Q components thereof. A received signal

Another conventional method relies on phase information strength circuit provides a RSSI signal representing the

contained in a normalized IF signal and the amplitude of thc 60 received signal strength. The RSSI signal and the normal-

received signal for providing the I and Q components. This ized I and Q components are combined by a combiner to

Log-polar method is described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,048,059 produce the complex baseband signal,

which is hereby incorporated by reference. After down According to some of the more detailed features of this

converting the received signal to an intermediate frequency, aspect of the present invention, the filter in the quadrature

a radio receiver incorporating this method limits the IF 65 circuit, which may be an analog or a digital filter, removes

signal using a limiter that includes cascaded amplification high frequency contents of the normalized IF signal. The

stages, which produce the normalized IF signal at a last complex sampling circuit, preferably, samples the normal-

06/03/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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3 4
ized IF signal at a predetermined rate of 4/(2n+l) times the radio receiver 10 geDerates normalized I and Q components

frequency of the IF signal, where n is an integer equal to or by sampling a normalized IF signal at a much lower rate of

greater than 0. In this way, the complex sampling circuit about 8 times the chip rate, or about 10 MHz. The present

provides interleaved normalized I and Q components that invention then combines the normalized I and Q components

are aligned with each other using an alignment circuit. In an 5 with the amplitude of the IF signal to produce the I and Q

exemplary embodiment, the alignment circuit interpolates components of the complex baseband signaL

consecutive I and Q components to provide the normalized According to the present invention, the IF signal provided

I and Q components. The RSSI signal is also sampled at the bY lhe section 14 * aPPned 10 a limitiQ8 amplifier 18.

predetermined rate with the RSSI samples being applied to
n* lumlinS amplifier 18 includes a predetermined number

an AGC circuit to bring the RSSI signal samples within a 10 of cascaded amplifier stages 19, with each stage having a

predefined range. An exemplary combiner is a look up table
predefined gain. The gain of the amplifier stages 19 are

for providing a numeric representation that correspond to the
selecled OTch that stronSer ff si8nals saturate early amPU "

multiplication of the RSSI signal samples by their corre-
fication *»B«- and weaker IF signals saturate the subse-

sponding normalized I and Q components. 1uent amplification stages 19. As a result, the limiting

. - . . -.c amplifier 18 produces a normalized IF signal that has a
According to another aspect of the present invention, a ™ r

,
r

A , . ,r
#

.

, . f _
r

in . . square waveform. According to the embodiment shown in
method and apparatus for converting an IF signal to a

normalized IF signal is applied to an analog filter
complex baseband signal is disc osed that normalizes the IF

2Q (o remove^ *
c ,he

signal and determines its amplitude BasedI on the normal-
an fllter £ , band or

M
a ,ow

ized IF signal, the method and apparatus of this aspect of the
fi| ,

5
converts ,he re

>

w&vc{om o(\, normalize5 ,F
invention produces the normalized I and Q components and 20

& ^ ^
combines the amplitude of the IF signal wife the normalized ^ of^ modulaled

*
ecejved si ,

I and Q components, to provide the I and Q components of . .
,

the complex baseband signal
sinusoidal normalized IF signal at the output of the

*\
, r ,

analog filter 20 is applied to a complex sampling circuit 22
Other features and advantages of the present invention

tfaat inchides a quantizer 24 mal provide numeriCa] repre-
will become apparent from the following description of the stnmion of the normalized i and q components. One such
preferred embodiment, taken in conjunction with the accom- compiex sampling circuit is described in U.S. Pat. No.
panying drawings, which illustrate, by way of example, the

4 888^57 lo et aL> which ^ hereby incor.

principles of the invention.
pQrated by reference . Using a clock circuit 2 l, the complex

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 30 sampling circuit 22 samples the normaUzed IF signal at a

sampling rate substantially equal to 4/(2n+l) times the

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a radio receiver according to intermediate frequency, where n is an integer equal to or

one embodiment of the present invention. greater than zero. In the preferred embodiment, the sampling

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a radio receiver according to
rale of *e normalized IF signal is selected to be 4/3 times

another embodiment of the present invention. 35 the intermediate frequency or 8 times the chip rate The

r _,- •
complex sampling circuit 22 samples the normalized IF

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of « radio receiver according to £ a J ^ mannef ^ ^ and
still another embodiment of the present mvent.on.

n
*rma iized I and Q samples are interleaved. TT>e quantized

DETAILED DESCRIPTION normalized I and Q samples may include alternate I and Q
40 samples that are negated with respect to each other. For

Referring to FIG. 1, a block diagram of a radio receiver example, the output of the complex sampling circuit may be

10 according to one embodiment of the present invention is a sequence of I, -Q (Q bar), -1(1 bar), and Q. The present

shown. The radio receiver 10 receives an RF signal via an invention adjust for the negated I and Q samples during a

antenna 12 and applies it to an RX/IF section 14. The subsequent interpolation stage.

received RF signal is suitably modulated with information 45 The outputs of the quantizer 24 are applied lo an align -

transmitted from an information source. In an exemplary me nt circuit 26 for aligning the interleaved normalized I and

embodiment, the RF signal is modulated with coded audio Q components with each other. The alignment circuit 26

information transmitted from a radio transmitter (not shown) may be an interpolation circuit that aligns the I and Q
operated by a user transmitting voice messages to the radio components by performing a well known interpolation tech-

receiver. The RF/IF section 14, which provides receiver 50 nique. A simple interpolation technique combines two con-

selectivity, down converts the RF signal to provide an IF secutive normalized I components and two consecutive

signal with a predefined intermediate frequency, on line 16. normalized Q components, to compute an 1 and a Q value at

In an exemplary embodiment, the received RF signal is a the middle of the center two values, thus time-aligning the

CDMA signal having a chip rate of 1.2288 MHz that interleaved I and Q components with each other. In this way,

complies with the Telecommunication Industry Association 55 the output of the alignment circuit 26 comprises the nor-

(TIA) Interim Standard 95 (IS-95 standard). Preferably, the malized I and Q components of the received signal refer-

intermediate frequency is selected to be six times the chip enced relative to a common instant in time. As explained

rate. For the reasons explained in the background section, it above, the time alignment circuit adjust for the negated I and

would be appreciated that producing the I and Q components Q samples, as well. Accordingly, the filter 20, the complex

of such wide band IF signal according to the conventional 60 sampling circuit 22, and the alignment circuit 26 constitute

method requires an extremely high sampling rate, to produce a quadrature circuit 27 that produces the normalized I and Q
a phase signal with adequate resolution. For example, for a components of the normalized IF signal,

conventional phase detector that, relative to a reference At each amplification stage 19, the limiting amplifier 18

signal, provides a 30 degree phase resolution, the timing of includes a number of amplitude detectors, such as diodes 28,

zero crossings must be made with a clock of 72 times the 65 that produce a DC signal representing the signal amplitude

chip rate, or about 100 MHz. As described later in detail, at the output of a corresponding stage. The outputs of the

instead of determining the phase of the limited IF signal, the detectors are summed with each other in a well known

06/03/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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manner, to produce a received signaJ strength indicator normalized signal is applied to a sub-sampling circuit 53,

(RSSI) signal on line 30, which is a logarithmic represen- which depending on the sampling rate selects sub-samples

tation of the received signal amplitude. The RSSI signal is of the normalized IF signal for providing the normalized I

applied to a sampler/quantizer circuit 32 that, using the clock and Q components. Thereafter, the normalized I and Q
21, also samples it at 8 times the chip rate to provide a 5 components are processed according to the present invention

numerical representation of the received signal at each as described in connection with FIG. 1. Filter 52 may
sampling instance. Because the dynamic range of the RSSI alternatively be a hybrid analog/digital filler, in which the

signal may be high, a large number of bits would be needed
signal is partly analog filtcrcd and mcn digitized ^ a tcrnary

to represent the quantized RSSI signal, resulting in high
(1> 0> _^ lc or to a sample of^ bits accuracy .^

power consumption. In order to lower the power M coarsc iy quantitized sample is then digitally filtered, thus
consumption, a filter 31 is added before the quantizer 32.

completing a hybrid fiItering operation.
The filter 31 essentially performs a differencing operation . : . . . .

t
, .

t
, . tU

relative to consecutive samples. Since the RSSI does not r
^ logar^rmc amplifier, as incorporated in the

change very significantly over short intervals of time ^lUn
?

^mphfier 18, can be made to have an adequate

/f 7' i „ i?# ~~~a\ fiit-r ii «™;,w Q« dcct dynamic range, if the amplifier has more than about 50 dB
(fractions of a bit period), the niter 31 provides an Ki>M 1C ,.. • . • U i i *u u j

, a u n„nn*i^A „^tk
15 gain 11 IS desirable to split it into gain blocks, with bandpass

signal with low dynamic range, which can be quantized with g .ui.i i- j . r * j u a •

fewer bits
filters between the blocks in order to limit wideband noise

C>^ r 1
*

. j r,r,o, • , • « . . , accumulation. The filters then introduce delay such that the™e RSSI signal, on toe 41, » applied to an
detected from^ detcclor ^ ^ com.

AGC circuit 36 lo provide a modified RSSI signal on line 38.
d ^ Steeled si , from earlier sU s . u s . Pat . No .

The AGC circuit can re-integrate the RSSI values to com- M £ Q3 „ ^ fa hefeb
.

ra(ed b
pensate for the differenc.ng filter 31. An exemplary AGC

refc f ^ de(ected sj from earHer
circuit 36 perfonns a substraction of a slowly adapted value

time-align it with that of later stages before
from the quantized RSSI signal to maintain it within a

combining
desired range. The subtracted value is adapted based on the

.

total power received in the IF bandwidth due to a sum of „ Refomng to FIG. 3, yet another embodiment of the

CDIvLA signals
invention is shown, which uses a feedback AGC to limit

The modified RSSI signal and the normalized I and Q d
,y
namic ran^ «? that on'? °»e IF^ and RSSI amplifier

components are applied to a combiner circuit 40 that com- f f
^fed, thus avoiding ume-al.gnment to compensate

, .

r
. r

rr
, T , n ,„:*u ™„ for filter delay. This embodiment is envisaged primarily for

bines the normalized I and Q components with their corre- J
. ™ Xjr

*
T mr- i .u^

, 1% "T «i at, ^A~iU*i*~A continuous reception as when using CDMA. In FIG. 3, the
sponding quantized amplitude samples, to provide the I and 30 .. . , , , . ya ,<* u- u
J:

t r ( . t u u j • -i t hmitmg amplifier mcludes a logarithmic amplifier 63, which
Q components of the complex baseband signal In an exem- . : . i , * .u .u . i

i u a- * .u u- ^ „*™;7 /i a ; n„u*A ac * is assumed to have lower dynamic range than the total range
plary embodiment, the combiner circuit 40 includes a .

7
• j ai j *i?

f i * li ,u * u* *u j *o i DCC i ,i „ -*u of signal levels that may be received. Also, under this
lookup table that combines the modified RSSI signal with * J

ic
'

fl1f„ £1 _
.u * • j i , ~ Mtf. K„™,t«««;«« r«limo«^ embodiment, an AGC amplifier 60 and an IF filter 61 are
the normalized I and Q components by outputting a numeric

, JL , *u nc/rc * a *u i *u •

, j * iL w- 1-J:*- f,u coupled between the RF/IF section 14 and the logarithmic
representauon that corresponds to the multiplication of the 35 ,-

fi
«

normalized I and Q components by their corresponding
amp 1 er

'

RSSI amplitude samples. ^ AGC amplifier 60 enables the signal level presented

The numerically represented I and Q components are
t0

f
he logarithmic amplifier 63 to be controlled to an

applied to a DSP 42 to retrieve the coded audio information °Ptmium "»°n
-
An AGC circuit 62 detects whether the

using a suitable demodulation data processing technique. 40 ?
SSI slS°al from ^c ^^ic amplifier 63 * greater or

The coded audio information is applied to a codec 44 for
less

> ™ ^l^u ^ V V t T ? t

decoding the coded audio information according to the
control signal to the AGC amplifier 60 accordingly to adjust

coding technique used when transmitting the audio infer-
th

f^ ^toward the optimum value. T^e AGC is

mation. The codec 44 provides an audio signal on line 46
sl™ 1D °P

f

e
:?
UOn

A^ar

l
d l

?
\

ht^ ba
f

°

representing the transmitted audio. Trie audio signal is 45* the of this AGC

applied to in audio amplifier 48, which amplifies the audio
not imPaired bV inclusion of lhe * filter 61 Wllhm me

signal and presents it to a speaker 50, for rendering an
loop

'

t

audible sound of the transmitted voice messages. Thus, the wideband gain, defined as the gain of the

Referring to FIG. 2, another embodiment of the radio logarithmic amplifier 63 between the output of the IF filter

receiver 10 of the present invention is shown. Similar to the so 61 and the inPut t0 |he complex sampling circuit 22 may be

embodiment of FIG. 1, the received RF signal after being refced 10 prevent build-up of wideband noise m the loga-

converted to the IF signal, via the RF/IF section 14, is
nthmic amplifier 63.

normalized by the limiting amplifier 18. Because the nor- Despite the slowness of the feedbackAGC, it is desirable

malized IF signal at the output of the limiting amplifier 18 to compensate for its action and thus the AGC circuit 62

has a square wave form, the digital filter 52 uses a one bit ss preferably first compensates the RSSI signal for the amount

quantization technique. Therefore, the normalized IF signal of gain reduction applied to the AGC amplifier 60 before

is applied to a 1-bit analog to digital quantizer 51, which reporting the true RSSI for further processing circuitry. The

provides a sequence of binary states representing the nor- so-compensated RSSI signal is then digitally scaled by

malized IF signal. According to this embodiment of the means of the aforementioned combination with a slowly

invention, however, the output of the quantizer 51 is applied 60 adapted constant in order to produce a scaled, digitized

to a digital filter 52 instead of the analog filter 20 of FIG. 1. amplitude signal to the combiner 40.

The digital filter 52 performs the task of removing high The Combiner 40 combines the scaled amplitude signal

frequency contents of the normalized IF signal through well sample-by sample with the time-aligned, normalized I,Q

known digital filtering techniques. The digital filter 52 values from the time alignment circuit 26 in order to

samples the normalized IF signal, to achieve a desired 65 re-insert amplitude information into the I,Q values prior to

accuracy in producing the sinusoidal representation of the digital signal processing by the DSP 42 to decode the

normalized IF signal. After being digitally filtered, the CDMA signal, using for example a RAKE receiver. Using

06/03/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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7 8
ihe arrangement of FIG. 3, it is possible to omit the use of 3. The radio receiver of claim 2, wherein the filter is a

the logarithmic amplifier 63 and instead use a linear digital filter.

amplifier/detector. This is possible when the feedback AGC 4. The radio receiver of claim 1, wherein the quadrature

may be relied upon to maintain a relatively constant total circuit includes a complex sampling circuit that samples the

signal level at the input of the amplifier. If a linear amplifier 5 normalized signal at a predetermined rate,

is used for amplifier 63, in which instantaneous amplitude 5 - ^ radio receiver of claim 4, wherein the complex

variations of the signal are not erased and pass through to sampling circuit samples the normalized signal at a sampling

combiner 40, it may not be necessary to re-inscrt the
rale °f 4

/(
2n+1 ) tunes thc frequency of the normalized

amplitude information removed by the feedback AGC cir-
signal where n ,s an integer equal to or greater than 0.

cuit before decoding. Nevertheless, the effect of the feed- 10
6

' ™* radl°

/

CCCIVC
5
of
f
ami 4

>
wherein the complex

i_ 1 a/-/- *u • 1 1 1 c u 1 - » sampling circuit provides interleaved normalized I and Q
back AGC on the signal level is still preferably combined r *

.

r

with the amplitude information preserved on the I.Q signals
?^ radio receivef flf daim 6 wherein ^ drature

in order to determine the true signal strength received. The
circuit mcludes an^m&Qi circuit for the inter.

true signal received is useful to know when comparing lcavcd ^^1^ I and Q components,
alternative sources of a received signal and deciding which 15 $. xhe radio receiver of claim 7, wherein the alignment
source (e.g., base station) to prefer for receiving service. circuit interpolates the interleaved normalized I and Q
As claimed below, one aspect of the present invention, components, to provide the normalized I and Q components,

therefore, is related to an apparatus for converting an inter- 9. The radio receiver of claim 4, further including a

mediate frequency (IF) signal to a complex baseband signal sampler circuit that samples RSSI signal at the predeter-

coraprises the following steps: 20 mined sampling rate.

normalizing circuit that normalizes the IF signal and
,

10 ™e radio re

f^ r

A^laim 9
;^

rt

^
er ^T^J^

,
4

. , - ... , i- r j automatic gain control (AGQ circuit for bringing the RSSI
determines amount of amplitude normalizing applied;

signa] within
*
pred^fined range

a circuit that produces normalized I and Q components n jhe radi0 receiver of claim 10, wherein the combiner
based on the normalized IF signal; and

25 is a look UP table for providing a numeric representation that

a combiner circuit that combines the normalized I and Q corresponds to the multiplication of the RSSI signal samples

components with amount of amplitude normalizing by their corresponding normalized I and Q components,

applied to determine scaled I and Q components with 12- An apparatus for converting an intermediate fre-

desired amplitude content. quency (IF) signal to a complex baseband signal, compris-

From the foregoing description of the embodiments of the 30
mS :

invention it will be appreciated that the present invention normalizing circuit that normalizes the IF signal and

does not require detection of the phase of the normalized IF determines amount of amplitude normalizing applied;

signal, thus, eliminating the need for a high frequency a circuit that produces normalized I and Q components

clocking circuit. In this way, the present invention provides based on the normalized IF signal, including an align-

a simple method for producing complex baseband signals 35
ment circuit that aligns the normalized I and 0 corn-

that are derived from a wideband received signal. As a result, ponents with each other by interpolating consecutive I

the wideband radio receiver of the invention can cost anc* Q components; and

effectively process the RF received signals without consura- a combiner circuit that combines the normalized I and Q
ing substantial current. components with amount of amplitude normalizing

Although the invention has been described in detail with 40 applied to determine scaled I and Q components with

reference only to the presently preferred embodiment, those desired amplitude content.

skilled in the art will appreciate that various modifications 13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the normalizing

can be made without departing from the invention. circuit is a limiting amplifier.

Accordingly, the invention is defined only by the following 14. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the normalizing

claims which are intended to embrace all equivalents 45 circuit is a feedback automatic gain amplifier,

thereof. 15. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the circuit that

What is claimed is: produces the normalized I and Q components includes a

1. A radio receiver for receiving a received signal, com- filter for removing the high frequency contents of the

prising: normalized IF signal.

a limiter that provides a normalized signal based on the 50 16 -^ apparatus of claim 12, wherein the circuit that

received signal"
produces the normalized I and Q components includes a

a quadrature circuit coupled to the normalized signal for
c
?
mPle* circu" ")

al samPles me normalized IF
M

. 1 - j « st\ a rrw a t
signal at a predetermined rate.

providing normalized m-phase (I) and (Q) quadrature °,_ ™ r ^ - , . tg, , . iL . . ,

components of the normalized signal;
17\?* apparatus of cla.m 16, wherein the predetermined

r &
5S sampling rate is 4/(2n+l) times the frequency of the IF

a received signal strength circuit that provides a received
signa]> whcre n is an integer than 0f cqual tQ 0

signal strength indicator (RSSI) signal representing the 18 The apparatus of claim 16j wherein the complex
received signal strength; sampling circuit produces interleaved normalized I and Q

a quantizer for digitizing said RSSI signal; components.

an automatic gain control circuit for subtracting a value 60 19. A method for converting an IF signal to a complex

from said quantized RSSI signal to generate a modified baseband signal, comprising:

RSSI signal; normalizing the IF signal and determining its amplitude;

a combiner for combining the modified RSSI signal with producing normalized I and Q components based on the

the normalized I and 0 components. normalized IF signal;

2. The radio receiver of claim 1, wherein the quadrature 65 aligning the normalized I and Q components with each

circuit includes a filter for removing high frequency contents other by interpolating consecutive I and 0 components;

of the normalized signal and
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combining the amplitude of the IF signal with the nor-

malized I and Q components.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the IF signal is

normalized by a limiting amplifier.

21. The method of claim 19, wherein the normalized IF

signal is filtered for removing its high frequency contents.

22. The method of claim 19, wherein the normalized I and

Q components are produced by complex sampling of the IF

signal at a predetermined sampling rate.

10
23. The method of claim 22, wherein the predetermined

sampling rate is 4/(2n+l) times the frequency of the IF

signal, where n is an integer greater than or equal to 0.

24. The method of claim 22, wherein the complex sam-

pling produces interleaved normalized I and Q components.

25. The radio receiver of claim 1, where said value is

adapted based on a total power received in an IF bandwidth

of said received signal.
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